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David Wilcock: Welcome to “Cosmic Disclosure”. I'm your host, David Wilcock, and I'm here with 
Corey Goode. We're talking about the Inner Earth, a fascinating sequence of data that we have been 
covering on this show. So Corey, welcome back to the program.

Corey Goode: Thank you.

David: All right. So in the previous episodes, what we've gone through is the updates about the first 
meeting that you had with the people in the Inner Earth.

Corey: Correct.

David: But you have since been taken up there or taken down there again.

Corey: Correct, but before that happened, there was a meeting at a Secret Space Program base in the 
Kuiper Belt that I was brought to by the Secret Space Program Alliance.

David: When you say before that happened, you mean before you were brought into the 
underground . . . 

Corey: Before I was brought back to . . . 

David: The underground cities again?

Corey: Yes. Before that occurred. And this was a pretty significant meeting. The Inner Earth group that .
. . The group I had talked to that I can now say they are named the Anshar, the group that had the 
Saturn amulet. 

David: Ah.

Corey: The priestess, her name was Kaaree. And she was going to be present with a delegation of her 



group, so I was invited and was very excited as well.

And her delegation arrived on one of their vessels, I believe, because I didn't actually see them arrive. I 
just saw them coming in to the main area where we were to meet them, to then escort them through 
some passageways into an area for the meeting.

And Gonzales and I were . . . I mean, you could just feel the excitement. They were just beaming with 
excitement and anticipation.

David: So they hadn't been in contact with the Sphere Beings before?

Corey: Yeah, yeah. Per the discussion we had in the library, they hadn't had any contact, and this was 
their first contact with the Sphere Beings, which they referred to as the Guardians. So they were very 
excited, and when we got them in the room . . .

David: What did this base look like, though? Because you're seeing it, but the audience is not 
necessarily seeing it.

Corey: Yes.

David: How cool does this place look?

Corey: It's not a real cool, super high tech sophisticated place. It's more of . . . It's pretty spartan.

David: Okay.

Corey: You wouldn't . . . It's not like . . . 

David: It could be a building on Earth?

Corey: If you were underground, maybe.

David: Okay.

Corey: Like an underground military base. 



David: Okay.

Corey: Nothing super significant that you'd think would be sci-fi looking on the inside.

David: High ceilings?

Corey: About normal. 

David: Okay.

Corey: Yeah. About . . . Except for the area that we went into that was a meeting area, a presentation 
hall. It looked like they stored stuff in their . . .back in one area. I wasn't really paying attention to what 
exactly it was, because I was anticipating the arrival of a Blue Avian. 

David: Was it dark, or was it brightly lit like a typical hallway with lights? 

Corey: It was well lit.

David: Okay.

Corey: Yeah. The Anshar delegation comes in. 

David: To this meeting room?

Corey: Before we got into the meeting room, I greet Kaaree, and she's more in a business mode, or 
she's anticipating this meeting, but she's nice and greeting me.

But, you know, we immediately walk the path back to where we're going to have the meeting. And 
Gonzales knew where we were going. I didn't. So we get back, and we walk. It looks like we're walking .
. . like this wall behind us. We walked as if the delegation is going to be facing this wall behind us. And 
Gonzales would be kind of like if you were standing right there in front of me, and I was standing about 
12 feet away, maybe 15 feet away, facing him. And Kaaree and two others were up in the front, and 
there were several more with her in the delegation, but they were up to the front, and we were sitting 
there waiting for Raw-Tear-Eir to appear, and to our shock, a Triangle-Headed Being appeared. 



David: This is the one that didn't even talk . . . 

Corey: Right.

David: . . . when you met with him.

Corey: Right.

David: Yeah.

Corey:  Yeah, it was completely silent.

David: He seemed like the most advanced out of all of them, right?

Corey: Maybe. I don't know, but it never communicated with me the first time or this time.

David: Right.

Corey: So it was the most bizarre thing. I'm sitting there looking across . . . We're watching back and 
forth. It's completely silent.

The Triangle-Head Being, as I described before, was 10-feet, 11-feet tall. 

David: Gosh.

Corey: And its head was as wide as its shoulders, if not just a little bit wider. 



It was very thin.

Its arms and legs – very thin. And it seemed almost as if it was in . . . not really water, but it was just 
slowly, just waving its . . . I mean, it just barely . . . It was very strange. It's legs and its arms . . . And as 
last time . . . It has three fingers and three toes. And it was up on its toes like tripods, and they were 
doing like this.

And they had a completely silent exchange that went on for some time. It's really almost impossible to 
judge time accurately. It went on for some time. And they were just sitting there looking at each other, 
and you would . . . and the only movement was the slight movement of the Triangle-Head Being. 



And Gonzales and I keep looking at each other and looking back and forth, and you would see some 
slight mannerisms here and there. And then it was over. The Triangle-Head Being . . . 

David: How long did this silence last?

Corey: It may have been . . . anywhere from 30 to 40 minutes subjectively. I mean, it went on for 
awhile. 

David: Subjectively.

Corey:  . . . anywhere from 30 to 40 minutes subjectively. 

David: Wow!

Corey: I mean, it went on for awhile. 

David: And you didn't get any intuitive hits on what they were talking about?

Corey: The only intuitive hits I was getting . . . I wasn't feeling anything from the Triangle-Head Being, 
but I was feeling . . . I felt some anxiety come up. I felt excitement. I felt a little bit of confusion and 
different things, but I did not know what those emotions were associated with content-wise in the 
conversation, because we were not privy to the interface that was going on between the two.

After this had ended, and the Triangle-Head Being . . . just . . . It's like you change the radio channel. 
And it's gone.

David: It just winked out?

Corey: Mm-hm.

David: Was it a fade, or was it just a sudden disappearance?

Corey: Winked out. Gone.

David: Uh.

Corey: The delegation was excited, but at the same time, there was some trepidation and a little bit 
of . . . They were upset a little bit. And no time for small talk. They had a meeting with that same Inner 
Earth Council that I had originally met with for the first time with Gonzales that we spoke of in previous 
episodes. They had to rush back and meet with that group.

And as they were walking back . . . 

David: Was it only the Anshar that actually were granted the meeting with the Triangle-Head Being?

Corey: The Anshar were there, and there was one other group there.



David: Which amulet did they wear?

Corey: The star. 

David: Okay.

Corey: But they were very far in the back. They were moving quickly to get back, and as I was leaving, 
I was asking how it went and trying to make small talk. And Kaaree said that it went well, but they 
learned quite a bit of things they had wanted to know for a long time. And they were a little bit disturbed 
to hear from the Guardians that from the Guardians' perspective, they had not been “proper stewards of
this planetary sphere”.

David: Hmm.

Corey: Whatever else information she had gleaned from that interface, she was taken back very 
quickly with her to this meeting.

David: I don't think anybody would be in a better position than you to speculate what that means. Why 
were they not good stewards of this planet?

Corey: Well, the Inner Earth groups that . . . I guess, their rationale for the way they have interacted 
with the surface population that we've discussed, the deception at times, using certain parts of the 
population as pawns. And not all of them, but certain other Inner Earth groups using surface population 
as pawns in this ongoing conflict with these what they refer to as genetic farmer races that had come in.
And I assumed that there was quite a bit more on that topic that was shared with them.

David: So you're saying because these Inner Earth groups formed an alliance, some of them, from our 
perspective, were working with the Cabal and were what we would consider negative? And so this is 
part of why they were told they were not good stewards?

Corey: Right. And of these seven groups, when they were meeting, within the meeting, they were very 
uncomfortable meeting with each other. Some of them did not like each other very well, and some of 
them were leaning more towards the Service to Self negative, and some leaned more towards Service 
to Others, but still, were in self-preservation mode.

David: What about these Inner Earth beings posing as gods to populations on Earth? Is that improper 
stewardship? Should they not have been doing that, appearing that way, or is that part of their role to 



help guide us?

Corey: I don't . . . They believe that is their role, and many of the different beings that have called 
theirselves Guardians and have taken part in all these different things believe that's their role. Whether 
the Sphere Being Alliance agreed, I don't know.

When she left, Gonzales later contacted me and told me that when they left that meeting with the 
Guardians, the meeting that they had with the Inner Earth Council was the last one that those seven 
groups had together. 

David: Was Gonzales part of that meeting?

Corey: No, no. 

David: Gonzales must be freaking out, because you and he are essentially the delegates, THE only 
contact that they have in the space program, the Secret Space Program Alliance, at least, the only 
contact they have to this historic event where the Guardians are meeting with the Inner Earth Alliance. 
And you guys don't know anything about what happens?

Corey: Total silence. Nothing.

David: That's got to make the SSP Alliance really upset, I would think.

Corey: Well, yeah, but the meeting was not about us.

David: Why would you be brought in though? Why would you be brought into something that you can't 
see, something that you can't hear?

Corey: I don't know.

David: Okay.

Corey: I don't know. I really didn't see the reason for me being there, to be honest, . . .

David: Right.

Corey: . . . but this was an overture to the Anshar and their alliance. They've been having them out to 
these Kuiper Belt bases for some time. So there's been this political relationship developing for some 
time.

David: You're saying the SSP Alliance has been bringing out the Inner Earth beings to the Kuiper Belt 
for some time.

Corey: Right. There have been several meetings that Gonzales had with the Inner Earth groups and 
the SSP Council Alliance.

David: And you had said when you went into some of these underground caverns like the gardens, that
you're seeing classic 1950s flying saucer-type shapes flying around and flying through rock. 



Corey: Right. And in that trip, they had actually given Gonzales a ride back in one of their craft to this 
very base. 

David: So my point of bringing that up is that even though we think of these people as living inside the 
Earth, they could easily travel throughout our solar system anywhere they want to go on their own.

Corey: Absolutely, yes.

David: And beyond, I assume.

Corey: And beyond.

David: Yeah.

Corey: Yeah. They have . . . There are colonies on other star systems.

David: That they have?

Corey: Yes.

David: We haven't heard about that.

Corey: Well, they have, and also the Mayan group, which is going to be . . . They're becoming much 
more active, and we're going to be talking about them much more in the near future.

David: Do you have any specifics as to where these Inner Earth beings have colonized? Is there any 
identifiable stars that we would know of that they've actually settled on?

Corey: The only one that I've been told about is the Mayan group, and they are some worlds within the 
Pleiades.

David: Really?

Corey: Yeah. And they had taken like 40 million of their people with them, and they had done that from 
the Earth. 

David: Why do you think these people were upset by what the Triangle-Head Being told them? What 



was the twist? 

Corey: I guess I wouldn't call it them being a little self-righteous, but they had felt on their own for so 
long, and they felt like they had been doing the best they could and were doing the right thing. Every 
time there were cataclysms, they would do what they could to help humanity, even though . . . And a lot 
of times, it was in a dishonest or manipulative way. It was . . . I don't know. It was kind of a wake-up call 
for some of them.

David: I guess what I'm wondering is you've got this veil of secrecy, and you're not able to hear what's 
going on. And there's this kind of shock and depression to some degree after it's over. Do you think that
if these people are being told they were improper stewards, that they were now given a directive that 
they're going to have to reveal themselves to us as a planet, and that they're actually terrified of this, 
because they could be killed?

Corey: Right. Yeah. And I was told exactly that in a later meeting by them.

David: Really?

Corey: Days after this meeting, Gonzales communicated that it had not gone well in the Inner Earth 
Council meeting, that three of the groups . . . And I've been asked not to say which ones, just for 
operational security reasons – a lot of people can guess one of them. The Omega group was one of 
them. They left the Inner Earth affiliation that they had.

David: Hmm.

Corey: They left the Inner Earth affiliation that they had.

David: But you said originally that the Inner Earth affiliation was due to lethal threats that they're facing 
from the Cabal, that the only way they could survive is to pool their resources. 

Corey: Right.

David: So what could possibly make them want to break that off, because it seems like it's a choice 
between life and death at this point?



Corey: It is, but I can't really reveal too much of that without revealing who they are.

David: Okay. So they're just going to go it alone, and they're going to take their best chances with that 
at this point?

Corey: Let's just say one of the groups also is in contact with an off-world group that has a lot of 
interest and real estate in Africa. So there are other alliances that they have. They're not putting all their
eggs in one basket. 

David: Okay. So did anything else happen in this meeting where Kaaree and the delegation are with 
the Triangle-Head being? They go off. Then you see Gonzales. You have this brief conversation with 
him. Did anything else happen at that point, or did you just get returned?

Corey: We briefly had some discussions about what was going on in the different Secret Space 
Program Alliance – some of the scuttlebutt that was going on between the groups.

The Secret Space Program Alliance and the Earth Alliance, both alliances are made up of loosely knit 
groups, and there's a lot of politics. There's a lot of different agendas. So there's always quite a bit of 
interesting little scuttlebutt to hear. So we usually . . . 

David: Is it something that you can't share with us?

Corey: It's somewhat off topic, but it had to do with military intelligence lower Secret Space Program 
recently broke away from the Secret Space Program Alliance, and now it appears that they're 
positioning themselves to be disclosed in a similar way that the stealth fighter was basically disclosed 
back in, what was it, the '80s. So they are no longer a part of the Council, and the . . . It wasn't . . . The 
whole group wasn't a part of the Council. There were some key people that were part of the Council 
keeping them under the narrative that they have been indoctrinated of, you know – that most of the stuff
flying around is human, that there were ETs, but not anymore. It's distant past stuff, and that kind of 
narrative.

David: Okay, but you just dropped a bombshell, and so I want to make sure that we get this properly 
talked about. You're saying that the lower-level military Secret Space Program is going to be formally 
revealed to humanity, and that was part of what he told you?

Corey: Right – in stages. I was told that . . . 

David: So are we just talking about the X-37B, the little space shuttle thing that flies up and then orbits 
the Earth in a year, and then lands again?

Corey: This will most likely be up to the level of the different space stations we have in near-Earth orbit 
that are probably about 30 to 50 years more advanced than the International Space Station, that they 
fly to a couple of times a month to service. And they'll probably start off with that type of information. 

David: What else could it go into? Do they have the ability to fly around our solar system? 

Corey: On that level, they do, but it's not in the short time period that the higher space program has.

David: But that could be disclosed. If this program is disclosed, then what you're saying is that we could
be told on a global level that the military has craft that in their own time, which is obviously not as fast 
as the SSP, that they could travel around the solar system.

Corey: Right. And I've basically been told . . . I was told that there are a number of lower SSP insiders 
that are being groomed and coached to be unofficially released from their 20-year non-disclosures.

David: Now, why would these people want to say that there are no extraterrestrials, and that it's all us? 
What's the game plan behind something like that? 

Corey: It's a partial disclosure narrative that some of the groups are working to push, and it's already 
unfolding in front of our face. And, I mean, you can see it in the shows, the commercials. 



David: Well, we've discussed - you and I, not on camera yet – but we discussed the shocking “X-Files” 
pilot episode of January 24th, which airs three days after the CIA does a limited hangout disclosure on 
their own website. And that “X-Files” episode is basically saying there's hardly any ETs, that it's all us. 
That's the big thing that Mulder keeps saying, “We've been deceived this whole time. It's man! It's man!”

So you're saying that that kind of content like the “X-Files” is part of a disclosure narrative that they're 
deliberately trying to put out there? 

Corey: Yes. That “X-Files” . . . That narrative is the exact narrative that most of the space command 
people had given to them over decades. 

David: How could somebody be naïve enough to believe that? I mean, I'm not trying to insult them, but 
seriously, how could they believe that there are no extraterrestrials? 

Corey: I could walk out the door right now and find more people that don't believe them than do, just 
because of the conditioning from mainstream media.

David: Yeah, but these guys are flying . . . You said they have craft that can fly throughout the solar 
system. 

Corey: Mm hmm.

David: There's pyramids on Mars. There's a face on Mars. What do they think that is?

Corey: Well, they're basically just like what they're putting out on “X-Files” that, yes, sporadic alien 
contact has occurred mainly in the ancient past, and everything that's occurring right now are alien 
reproduction vehicles. And that's all that's flying around. 

David: Aren't they going to see Secret Space Program assets? 

Corey: They do. 

David: What do they think that is?

Corey: They're told that they are concept vehicles, not to speak about it, not to put them in the reports 
or logs. 

David: How bizarre.

Corey: Yeah. 

David: Well, I do know an insider, who's one of the top guys that worked with Richard Hoagland, and 
he believes this whole thing, absolutely. And it's kind of shocking.

Corey: I've had people ready to punch me in the face that they're at the top of the pyramid. That's as 
high as it goes, and yeah.

David: So you have this conversation with Gonzales before you leave, and this idea that the actual 
lower-level military Secret Space Program will be disclosed, that it's underway – the plan is underway, 
including these insiders getting ready to be coming forward.

Corey: Correct.

David: Is there anything else that you talked about with him before we get to the next meeting that you 
had? 

Corey: That should pretty much button it up.

David: Okay. So your original meeting that we did a bunch of episodes about of seeing people in the 



Inner Earth, so you said that took place in September. So when was the second meeting in the Kuiper 
Belt? When did that take place? 

Corey: It was in late December, and then early January was the next meeting, where I actually was 
brought back down to have a meeting with the priestess. 

David: All right. Well, let's go into that. So you have a third meeting now with people from the Inner 
Earth. So tell us about . . . Where does this meeting take place, first of all?

Corey: The meeting takes place in the same area - in the same underground location – but I didn't 
have to go through all the rituals and stuff. 

David: You didn't have to disrobe and get into the little fountain? 

Corey: Right.

David: Right. So you were able to wear your normal clothes, not the ceremonial robe?

Corey: Right. We were over in the city area. She was not as . . . She had a different energy about her. I
guess quite a bit had happened in between with the alliance that they did have. And the three groups 
that left . . . I guess when they left, it was not a very smooth parting. There's a very large disagreement 
in how to proceed with relations between the surface population and their civilizations.  

David: Sure. 

Corey: The Anshar had decided that they were going to start slowly communicating with the people that
they're communicating with remotely with their minds, reaching out to the people that they had been 
telling that they were from these different star systems or all these different scenarios. They were going 
to start telling them who they were. 

And the other groups, the three other groups, did not like the idea one bit. They thought it was reckless 
and would end up in their demise. So they left, and not only did they leave, they stepped up their 
remote influencing counterintelligence program. They stepped up with the people they were 
communicating with, making them be suspicious of certain types of information they hear.

David: You're in this meeting with Inner Earth beings, and you're in their city, you said. It wasn't in the 
temple. And they're telling you now that they're being directed to tell the truth. 

Corey: Right. 

David: What else happened in this meeting besides just that one detail? 

Corey: I didn't get any more tours or anything exciting like that, but we had some . . . it was mainly 
small talk, and she wanted to communicate how much information they had received from the 
Guardians and communicate how much of an impact it had made on their community.

David: Hmm.

Corey: It had . . . The way they share information is apparently the way we're going to share 
information in the future. They've got some sort of a . . . It's like an Internet, a mental Internet, that 
they're able to access.

David: Telepathically.

Corey: They share information this way. And imagine if you have a data dump like that, that comes . . . 
They got their data dump from the Guardians, and it hit the whole Inner Earth Internet. So since that 
time, she said that the various cities . . . It's been buzzing.

David: Well, you mentioned some negative things that they're not being good stewards. 



Corey: Right.

David: And you've mentioned that they were told that they had to be more truthful with us.

Corey: Right.

David: So what are they excited about? What's the positive? What was the thing that got them 
buzzing? That I'm not sure I understand.

Corey: Apparently, they have a new mission or direction. It's appearing as though this new direction 
and mission is going to be more direct - maybe not more direct open contact, but more direct influence, 
and in a positive way with the surface population. We may have more open contact with them before 
we start having contact with non-terrestrials. 

David: Was there another reason for these beings, the Inner Earth beings, to be so excited after this 
contact with the Triangle-Head Being took place in the Sphere Alliance? Do you think part of their 
excitement was just that they finally have reconnected after this long absence? 

Corey: Well, this was a group that they revered, but the excitement was . . . They had received a lot of 
information, and receiving a lot of information from a group that they had not had contact with ever, but 
had revered. I mean, how excited would you be right now if you finally got to get face-to-face contact 
with some of these beings?

David: That's true. So it's the same thing.

Corey: Yeah.

David: So was there anything else of significance that happened in this particular meeting?

Corey: Not of real significance, other than what we were talking about. She did tell me that there's 
going to be a lot more contact between her and I, and that there was going to be more and more 
contact with this Mayan group. 

And sure enough, this Mayan breakaway civilization group is showing up everywhere. The last time I 
was at a briefing at the Kuiper Belt – this Kuiper Belt base is one that I've been to a few times now – I 
had never seen them there. They were there. They were wandering around. And Gonzales says he's 
starting to see them all over the place. So I guess they are starting to take some sort of a larger role. 
And what that role is, I have not been totally briefed on yet.

David: Well, this is really fascinating, and I thank you for continuing to suffer through all the incredible 
stuff. You had helicopters circling your house five times. A black helicopter buzzed my house. And 
you're hanging tough. You're still here. You're still doing the show, so I really thank you for participating 

Corey: Yeah. The day after I had a SSP meeting, about . . . it had to do directly with the Lower Secret 
Space Program, my house got orbited five times by a Chinook helicopter, and I got it all on video.

David: Yeah. Well, thank you, Corey, and thank you for watching. This is “Cosmic Disclosure”. 
Fascinating information as always, and we'll see you next time.


